
Objections to divestment and responses !
… applicability, responsibilities and priorities 
‘Our fiduciary duty legally requires us to maximise short-term profit.’ 
‘We only have indirect investments and our bank doesn’t have an alternative fossil free 
portfolio.’ 
‘We don’t have any investments in fossil fuels’ 
‘We don’t have any money.’ 
‘We don’t have the time, capacity, other priorities.’ 
‘We’re blaming the money holder e.g. the bank’ 
‘Not enough of you are demanding this or there is no demand for a fossil-free fund.’ !
… we already take action 
‘We’ve already taken responsibility by telling the bank to be in line with the UN principles of 
investment or the Global Compact.’ 
‘We already have positive or negative criteria for portfolios, therefore cannot include a new one.’ !
…. financial risk  
‘Direct investments are too risky, we prefer commingled funds as they’re safer.’ 
‘Fossil free investment is too risky’ 
‘Climate legislation won’t lead to stranded assets.’ 
It’s better to hedge rather than divest. 
‘From a financial perspective it makes sense to divest from coal but not from oil.’ 
‘The carbon bubble might not pop.’ !
…. better alternatives to divestment/ impact 
‘Divestment is too radical, we prefer to engage (shareholder activism)’ 
‘Others will pick up the shares. It won’t change the business practice of the fossil fuel company’ !
…. energy 
‘We simply need all carbon reserves to meet global energy demand.’ 
Thanks to CCS we will be able to emit more than the current carbon budget. 
‘Gas is a bridge fuel that we need to make a transition to renewables. Why divest from gas?’ !!
‘Our fiduciary duty legally requires us to maximise short-term profit.’ !

● Fiduciary duty is a legal duty to act solely in another party's interests. A money manager 
making financial decisions for an investor does so in line of the wishes of that investor. 
That means that an institutional or individual investor can specify that your money is 
dealt with in a certain way. e.g. by being screened for fossil fuels. 

● UN climate chief Christiana Figueres said bankers would be “blatantly in breach of their 
fiduciary duty” if they failed to accelerate the greening of their portfolios. “Investment 
decisions need to reflect the clear scientific evidence, and fiduciary responsibility needs 
to grasp the intergenerational reality: namely that unchecked climate change has the 
potential to impact and eventually devastate the lives, livelihoods and savings of many, 
now and well into the future,” she said. 

http://www.rtcc.org/2014/01/16/fund-managers-who-ignore-climate-risks-breaching-fiduciary-duty/


● UK: Fund managers have a duty to take long term environmental and social risks to their 
investments into account Report UK Law Commission (2014) !

‘We only have indirect investments and our bank doesn’t have an alternative fossil free 
portfolio.’ !

● Then you should look into alternative banking options. 
● By creating the demand for fossil-free portfolios, money managers can help identify and 

develop fossil free investments. !
‘Direct investments are too risky, we prefer commingled funds as they’re safer.’ !

● Who manages these funds? You can request details of where they’re invested and when 
fossil fuels are found you can ask your money manager/ bank for alternative options. !

‘We don’t have any investments in fossil fuels’ !
● Have you taken action to make sure that your money is not invested in fossil fuels? 

Unless you have taken action to ensure your money is not invested in fossil fuels, you 
can assume that it is being invested in fossil fuels for you. !

‘We don’t have any money.’ !
● Rephrase the question: Is there any money you are managing? (instead of using the 

words ‘your money’ - because they don’t own it) 
● If so, where is that invested and via which financial institutions. !

‘Fossil free investment is too risky’ !
● Impax and Aperio: The risks/ impact on return on investments have been shown to be 

insignificant. 
● It’s true that fossil fuel companies are extremely profitable but actually also very risky 

investments when you consider the carbon bubble and stranded assets. Coal, oil and 
gas companies’ business models rest on emitting five times more carbon into the 
atmosphere than civilization can handle, which makes their share price five times higher 
than it should be in reality.  

● In addition, disasters like Exxon Valdez, the BP oil spill, along with massive fluctuations 
in supply and demand of coal, oil and gas, make energy markets particularly volatile, 
and therefore risky. 

● Report after report has shown that investing in clean energy, efficiency and other 
sustainable technologies can be even more profitable than fossil fuels (see Forbes, UK 
study, OZ study). !

‘We’re blaming the money holder e.g. the bank’ !

http://www.rtcc.org/2014/07/01/fund-managers-must-account-for-long-term-risks-law-commission/
http://www.impaxam.com/media/178162/20130704_impax_white_paper_fossil_fuel_divestment_final.pdf
http://www.aperiogroup.com/system/files/documents/building_a_carbon_free_portfolio.pdf
http://www.forbes.com/sites/mindylubber/2012/03/20/investors-are-making-money-on-renewable-energy/
http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/2013/08/15/financial-returns-from-ethical-investment-funds-better-than-mainstream-in-last-12-months/
http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/2014/07/23/australian-responsible-investment-funds-outperforming-the-mainstream/


● It’s ultimately your money and you’re responsible for where it is invested. If it’s in fossil 
fuels, explain concept of fiduciary duty to make sure that they’re investing as you want it 
to be. 

● Create the demand for fossil-free investments by asking for it. 
● Have you contacted the bank to ask where your money is being invested? 
● Show reports that link the banks that they’re working with to fossil fuel projects (banking 

on coal for example). !
‘We’ve already taken responsibility by telling the bank to be in line with the UN principles of 
investment or the Global Compact.’ !

● Fossil fuel companies are part of the Global Compact, so there is a conflict of interest 
here. 

● Discredit the principles - as above. Principles that don’t take climate science into account 
are not ethical. 

● Acknowledge their effort, and add our principles and encourage further. Climate change 
isn’t going away. In fact it’s here and it will get worse unless we act. 

● Bring in the financial risk, stranded asset, argument !
‘We don’t have the time, capacity, other priorities.’ !

● It is part of your responsibility, it is a serious risk to your assets. 
● Climate change is the biggest risk that we face. Practically everyone in a position of 

responsibility acknowledges this. !
‘Not enough of you are demanding this or there is no demand for a fossil-free fund.’ !

● Mobilise (see Gothenburg example) !
‘Divestment is too radical, we prefer to engage (shareholder activism)’ !

● Ask what engagement they have been doing and what the results have been. 
● Whatever improvements they have made, still 80% need to stay underground: The core 

of their business model is the problem. 
● Where they have already divested from other industries, for e.g. Church of England, ask 

why they don’t take that position with the tobacco/ weapons industry 
● Show that we can run a country without fossil fuels at all (zero carbon Britain report) 
● Shareholder action can be an effective tool to make small reforms at a company. Over 

the last decade, there has been an attempt to use shareholder action to change the 
behavior of the fossil fuel industry, as well. While there have been some limited 
successes, there haven’t been any resolutions that have been able to address the core 
problem with the industry: the massive amounts of carbon they insist on dumping into 
the atmosphere for free. Voting for climate friendly resolutions is a good thing to do, but 
it’s not going to solve the problem. 

● Study: "The results of the study indicate that pressure from the state, NGOs and the 
public impact a corporations’ decision to report GHG emissions data, but pressure from 

http://gofossilfree.org/we-delivered-their-ask-for-1000-signatures/


equity investors and debt lenders does not." - Principles for Responsible Investment - RI 
Quarterly (first article 

● Also see: Divestment vs engagement research  !
‘We already have positive or negative criteria for portfolios, therefore cannot include a new one.’ !

● Acknowledge what they’re already doing, encourage to do better 
● Climate change is going to have a massive impact if it’s ignored, both financially and 

materially on people's livelihoods. !
‘Divestment is too black or white - need to be grey.’ !

● Clarify the demands: 5 years to divest fully 
● The radicals are the ones running the oil and gas companies, not the ones asking for 

divestment. !
‘We simply need all carbon reserves to meet global energy demand.’ !

● Energy demand growth will not automatically translate into fossil fuel demand growth. 
The ‘two degree scenario’ by the International Energy Agency (IEA) projects oil demand 
to be about half of today’s production. !

Thanks to CCS we will be able to emit more than the current carbon budget. !
● Even if carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology was deployed under a best-case 

scenario (nearly 3,800 CCS projects running by 2050), it would only start taking out 
emissions after 2030. It would extend the carbon budget by 12-14% (125 Gt.) only and 
therefore have little effect. (see Unburnable carbon 2013) !

‘Others will pick up the shares. It won’t change the business practice of the fossil fuel company’ !
● The fossil fuel industry has made it clear that they have no intention of reconsidering 

their business model whatsoever. They continue to spend millions of euros every year to 
discover and develop yet more carbon, spread misinformation about climate change, 
warp our political progress, and block clean energy solutions. Regardless of whether 
other will pick up the shares, as long as you invest in fossil fuel companies you are 
complicit in fueling climate wreckage. You should divest because it’s the right thing to do 
and because it sends an important signal that will help remove the fossil fuel industry’s 
social licence to operate. 

● Where they have already divested from other industries, for e.g. Church of England, ask 
why they don’t take that position with the tobacco/ weapons industry 

● Divestment is a tactic that has been successful in the past. It’s been key in bringing 
down South African apartheid.  

● Also see ‘Divestment is too radical, we prefer to engage (shareholder activism)’ !
‘Gas is a bridge fuel that we need to make a transition to renewables. Why divest from gas?’ !

http://d2m27378y09r06.cloudfront.net/viewer/?file=wp-content/uploads/RI-QUARTERLYvol4.pdf&dm_i=1PCE,2OVYF,9MQCPI,9TQUJ,1
https://docs.google.com/a/350.org/document/d/1OsVgr6C2q-jvkoM_lWqRpYnohda3OwhxXnz6YQimNxs/edit
http://www.carbontracker.org/site/wastedcapital


● While we recognise that there is a short-term role for natural gas as a bridge fuel, this 
role must be kept short term to avoid runaway climate change. Business-as-usual 
natural gas development would result in a steep increase in gas consumption and 
dangerous fracking. It’s not enough to replace oil and coal with gas to stay within the 2 
degree carbon budget. Natural gas remains a significant contributor to climate change. !

‘Climate legislation won’t lead to stranded assets.’ !
● Shell claimed that their assets are not at risk. However, a detailed analysis by the 

Carbon Tracker Initiative exposes Shell’s arguments to be misrepresenting and 
misleading (for details see http://www.carbontracker.org/shell-response/)  

● By claiming that fossil fuel reserves are not at risk of turning into stranded assets, fossil 
fuel companies dismiss the 2 degree target, which is still possible to reach and prevent 
runaway climate change. The current proven carbon reserves of the fossil fuel industry 
are five times more than what we can emit to stay below 2 degrees and would set us up 
for 6-8 degrees of global warming. A temperature rise of 6 degrees is not something the 
world is likely to accept. Rather than dismissing the 2 degree target and clinging to 
business as usual, fossil fuel companies should seriously consider how they adapt their 
business model to the imminent energy transition. 

● Besides climate legislation there are various other factors that can lead to stranded 
assets such as falling renewable energy costs, environmental challenges, changing 
resource landscapes, evolving social norms and consumer behaviour, litigation and 
changing statutory interpretations.  

● Fossil fuel companies fail to take the risk of stranded assets seriously. This should send 
a strong signal to investors to pull their money out of these companies that recklessly 
betting on total climate wreckage. !

It’s better to hedge rather than divest. !
● Hedging on fossil fuels is like betting with a fellow passenger on the Titanic. When you 

go down with the ship, the few extra euros in your pocket aren't going to be worth that 
much. Much better to spend your precious time trying to turn the ship around or investing 
in life rafts. In this case, that means putting real pressure on fossil fuel companies 
through divestment and investing in climate solutions. We need to be protecting the 
planet, not betting on its destruction. !

‘From a financial perspective it makes sense to divest from coal but not from oil.’ !
● The financial risk of stranded assets comes from global climate legislation capping 

emissions - in which case all oil majors are already overvalued and any capex is 
potentially wasted capital. In addition, other factors such as significant developments in 
renewables deployment, efficiency, air pollution, water stress and social factors such as 
divestment mean that oil reserves cannot be extracted profitably. 

● The only way to address the climate crisis is to take on oil and gas along with coal. It's 
the major oil companies that are blocking progress.  !

‘The carbon bubble might not pop.’ 

http://www.carbontracker.org/shell-response/


● If we choose to do nothing based on the argument that the carbon bubble might not pop, 
we’re still going to have to deal with the huge financial and human costs of climate 
change itself. The costs of inaction are far greater than the cost of action. If we’re to 
avoid those impacts and the associated costs, we have to regulate to keep 80% of fossil 
fuels in the ground. 


